Film Out of the Proscenium:
An interview with Al Wong on Zen and Film lnstallation
by Jessica Valentine, May 5, 2006
Due to the popular interest of contemporary young artists in the work of the 1970s,
expanded cinema, which is "characterized by a concern with lhe nature of projection as event"i, has
seen a recent resurgence. Film installation, as it is otherwise known, began to emerge during the
mid 70's, with artists working in the medium such as Anthony McCall, Ron Haseldon, and Tony Hill.
These artists, who were working in New York and England, amongst others, were similarly
ambitious to get away from the theatrics of the traditional screening "that never acknowledged the
immediate physical reality which they were a part of."ii

ln San Francisco, 1977, AlWong, a former painter, had worked exp6rimentally with film in
the traditional setting for 15 years. lnfluenced by the beginning of his to-be lifelong practice al Zen
Buddhism that year, he decided to take film into lhe here and now. Thus, he began to think in
terms of film in a new context: out of the proscenium and into a more realstate with the viewer.
This was realized in site-specific layers of simple materials and performance, within a temporal
relationship of the projector and the viewer. Presently, he has replaced the light from the projector
with that of the sun, in an effort to bring his work closer to nature, I talked with Mr. Wong about his
work.
JV: When did you start working with film installation?

AW: Between'63:77 I was working with the conventional single screen. At the beginning I was
doing more psychological films, you know about psychological turmoil, like the problems in the
world we live in. (Laughs.) Probably toward '77 I started making film installations, and the first one,
I believe, was called Shadow and Chair, where actually I used a physicalfolding chair and when
you project white light, you know how everything produces a shadow. Here you turn on a projector
light, and in this case I decided to cast a human shadow in relationship to the physicality of the
chair, so when the viewer looks at it they get a sense, that oh my god there's a relationship with the
object and the shadow of the person touching the chair, painting the chair black to white. When it's

a black and white film, and you use white paint it projects as white light, so I had the chair painted,
before it was projected, wilh luminous paint, so when the projector turns off the chair still luminates.
So it continues on. You know with conventional films, you shut off the projector off and everybody
claps or what ever. I wanted to get away from that kind of thing... People view films like

commercialfilms. They clap...Because I come from a background as a painter, I have more of a
background as a fine artist than movie making. That's part of the reason I wanted to move into film
installation.

JV: l've read that you are a student otZen Buddhism. How do you see a relationship between the
practice of art making, or more specifically of film installation, and the practice ol Zen?

AW: I started seriously practicing Zenin77.
J. At the same time you started doing..

AW: lnstallation, yes, and that really brought it on. Well, I don't know if you know much about Zen.

J: I know some.
AW: Zen is really about the here and now. You know, all thoughts, worrying about bills, thinking
about the future...who knows what's going to happen. Zen is really about the here and now. This is
always going on, this is the reality, there's nothing else. Going back to the installation of the Chair
and Shador lt's in a room, you are in the room, the viewers are in the room. The viewer can walk
around the chair; they can interact with it, if they want. lt is part ol lhe space. Here is this object
which is very real and here is this very subjective image of the shadow, so the two of them merging
together relates to Zen. The subconscious versus the conscious. And the here and now, very
important the here and now.l don't know il you've ever sat in meditation. ln Zen they call ilZaZen.
Meditation is ...following your breath. We would do this in temples, sit for 16 hours a days, sure we
would eat or get up to go to the bathroom..... lts absolutely grueling, but it teaches you to stay
awake and pay attention. Anyway, that really brought me in to making art, especially films and
video, because as you know when you look at film or a video, you are in a passive position. You sit
in a chair and look as this thing that goes on. lt has nothing to do with the space its in... lt's a
reflected image. For years l've wanted to be rn the image. I wanted to be in that beautiful beach or
at the vacation resort or what ever, and its never gonna happen, that's why I started making film
inslallation or video installation... to build a relationship with the space. Like here we are talking.
This is going on right now, you and l, and we're talking about the same thing and we're responding
to each other, l'm now at this present time practicing Taoism andZen together. And the difference
is, instead of just ZaZen, sitting and following the breath, I am able to create a laboratory in my
physical body

...lts nature based... To make it simpler, most practitioners, we use our body as a laboratory.
Specifically, the abdomen.
JV: Can you describe more what you mean by a laboratory of the body?
AW: The laboratory of the body means the center of your body has the largest body of water, and
through meditation, and with your breath, you concentrate in this particular part of your body... ln
their philosophy, the yang energy is fire, the yin which is the female is waler, so the water in your
body, and your breath which is the yang or fire. These create an alchemy in your abdomen and
that you can create vitalenergy. Vitalenergy is translated into the word called Chi. ln traditional
Chinese medicine that is the core to healing your body, your sicknesses and allthat. ln Western
medicine we look at things through the nervous system, through the bone structure. Just very
differently from the Far East, just a different system, So going back to film installation and relating
to the Taoism l've gotten to point where l'm still using light, sunlight. The sun is yang energy, and
yin, the female energy, to balance it. So, fortunately, after 32 years of practice I'm able to emit
energy though my hand, ln Western medicine this is impossible...no way...lt's a lifetime practice.
But this again relates to light from films to installation to the here and now, because to emit
something you have to be very here and now because you have to put your mind at the situation.

JV: So tell me about your work now, in which you use sunlight.
AW: Most of the pieces you saw in "Artand Context" dealt with some form ol light. And some of
those use natural light, like lhe Fire Station, White Clouds. lt casts the light form of cloud form
from the fire station door. And as the earth moves around the sun, it projects and moves up there.
The smaller pieces that are like cutouts, when placed by a window, sunlight is allowed to come
through the back and it would change throughout the day, again with the earth moving around the
sun. So using light in that sense really makes the piece a part of nature as it moves and changes
like every living thing.
JV: Are you using film at this time?
I haven't used film in a long time. I 've still been shooting video, it's the same concern with the here

and now. l'm working with some video right now using the monitor, for instance... You know when
you look at your monitor and ils shut off;you notice there's a reflection. I use that reflection, and I
videotape that reflection and lput it back in to the player... lcan take that monitor anywhere and
place it and it has a new reflection because of a new environment. But then when its turned on it
plays the new reflection, so I am playing with present and past.
JV: Can we g0 back to your earlier work... how did things progress after the shadow and chair?
I started making pieces like Screen, Film, and Projecfor. I made quite a bit at that time because
was so excited. I thought oh my god I can get away from these shackles of projecting onto a
screen, and having to make a soundtrack a certain way and music and blah blah blah. I started

I

making a lree standing screen, and I projected it, with just the projector sound, with images of the
screen floating up, catching on fire, water dousing it out, light from the back of the screen that
created a back projection of light. lt relates to all the elements one is using. So it was really talking
aboul these elements, but dealing with the situation about here and now...
JV: The water and lire, the yin and yang.
Right, and I filmed that and projected it onto the same screen but put another screen on it....
There's another one I did called 24 Frames. This actually injured my eye. I took a whole roll of 16
mm film and I used a magnifying glass and I burned a whole roll of film using the solar light. And I
had it printed to make a copy of it so we get an image of the burn and then I took that same film,
and took a very small soldering iron and I sharpened it to almost like a needle and used a
magnifying glass. With each frame I physically burned where there was an image that looked like it
had burned completely through. So there was some physicality involved, so when I projected it, it
looked liked the film was burning, but at the same time the actual burning image would flicker it
was allanimated...lwould turn on an amplifier..,it wasnl recorded, again back to the here and
now. So you'd here ba-a-a-a-a-a-a, sounds like a machine gun going off.... This is it;this is what

lilm sounds like.

JV: So there's the past and the present and that's what you were working with.

AW: I view the past.. . Past is... how we perceive things how we respond to things is because of our
history; it's who we are. And present can create the now. The past and present is like the
subconscious and conscious, subjective and objective. Traditionalfilm is really more subjective you
know you sit there passively, the lights come back on, you get your car keys and go out. Some
reality comes... lleel a little foggy when the lights come on, oh gotta go find my
no separation.

car...

Hey, there's

JV: You're saying that there's no separation between the subconscious and the conscious and
that's what you were trying to get to with your work.
AW: Right I wanted to put some reality into the work; I wanted to put some reality into the space for
us to view. That's the carriage for the content. Whereas, in traditional films you can have a lot of
content but the carriage is illusionary. lt's projected onto a screen, that's the carriage. Now if I could
bring the carriage, like the chair (of Chair and Shadovvl for instance, into the space, its undeniable
its in the space.,.then I can project a subconscious image that can relate to the object, and have
content be built into the room. I can suggest another piece...lt just has a microphone, that is the
object, so I project, again, a shadow form, and when lfilmed it, I used the same light, I back lit my
subject that came up and what they (did) when they came up to the microphone, so when I
projected it, I really am casting their own image like they were there. But I would bring it into a new
space every time. That space could be a different colored wall...it could be anything.
JV: So, it's an ever-changing piece,

AW: Right, so later on I had these more sculptural pieces that let light its self change the actual
image.

JV: Now you've replaced the projector with natural light.
AW: Its just another form of light, but much more natural... il's incredible, it's powerful, its what
makes us alive!
JV: And that brings us to where you are now!
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